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From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_genome - not the latest data, but still OK



Adapted from T. R. Gregory Nat Rev Genet. 9:699-708, 2005, found on http://book.bionumbers.org 



https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/precision/snips/

SNP (pronounced "snip") = Single Nucleotide Polymorphism. 

SNPs are substitutions of single bases (e.g. A for C or G or T). 

To be classified as a SNP, the specific variant must be present in at 

least 1 % of a population.

SNPs occur at approx. 1 in every 300 nucleotide base pairs in human 

genome, totalling to ~10 million SNPs within the 3 Gbp genome.

Where a specific substitution does not qualify as SNP, it is generally

called ‚point mutation‘.



https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/precision/snips/

Many mutations have no effect on the phenotype, but some 

do. This is easy to understand when mutations occur within the

protein-coding region or the regulatory region of the gene. 

Causative SNPs affect the way a protein functions through

structural changes of the protein or through a change in timing

or level of gene expression.

Linked SNPs (also called indicative SNPs) do not reside within 

genes and do not affect protein function. Nevertheless, they 

can be predictive for the phenotype (e.g. risk for getting a 

certain disease).



Sickle-cell anaemia is caused by a point mutation in the beta globin 

gene. Beta globin is part of haemoglobin (responsible for oxygen

transport in the blood). Patients are fatigued, have episodes of pain

due to obstruction of capillares, painful swelling of hands and feet, 

children grow slower, get frequent infections and have vision

problems.

Could we revert the mutation at the genome level?

Yes, we actually could, but … 

http://biology4alevel.blogspot.com/2014/11/36-gene-mutation-sickle-cell-anemia.html









https://www.lemnatec.com/plant-phenotyping/

Agriculture 2018, 8(6), 75

Random repair is unpredictable. Hundreds of variants at a single
splice site can be generated. Some of these might have desired
properties, which will be revealed in the process of phenotyping. 
This is easy to do with plants or microorganisms, but less so with

animals.



https://www.hematology.org/Research/Recommendations/Research-Agenda/3820.aspx/



How can we break double stranded DNA at a very specific position?



https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/2035-restriction-enzymes http://www.liberaldictionary.com/restriction-enzymes/



Helixitta, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=41966112

Boghog2, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=5383391

Two protein subunits are needed to cleave two strands of DNA.



HindIII cleaves chromosome 21 

at 9457 positions 

this type of enzymes cannot be 

used for site-specific genome 

cleavage.

We need enzymes with much

longer recognition sequence 

MEGANUCLEASES.



Meganucleases recognize 14-40 bp which greatly decreases the frequency of their recognition

sites in a genome. Some only cleave once, but they bind to the sequence they choose, not us.

Minor variations in the recognition sequence usually decrease the activity of such endonucleases, 

but often do not completely abolish it.

Frontiers in Microbiology 7(733) (2016)



Nucleic Acids Research 25(17):3379-88 (1997)

Homing endonucleases are naturally occuring meganucleases. 
Many are composed of a DNA-binding and a catalytic domain, separated by a linker.



Biotechnological approaches to defined specificity of meganucleases

Protein engineering based on mutagenesis Fusion proteins with inactive homing endonucleases

Nucleic Acids Res. 2017 Aug 21;45(14):8621-8634

Nucleic Acids Research 37(9):3061-73 (2009)



Investigative ophthalmology & visual science 51(12):6374-80 (2010)

PNAS 95 (18) 10564-10569 (1998)

Restriction endonuclease FokI is composed of a DNA-binding
(=recognition) domain and a nuclease (=cleavage) domain.

Nuclease domain itself is non-specific. Specificity is determined
solely by the DNA-binding domain.

We can attach the nuclease domain to other DNA-binding proteins
that are highly specific, such as meganucleases.

For directing the himeric protein into the nucleus, we have to attach
a nuclear localization sequence (NLS) as well.



Engineering specificity into existing meganucleases is not easy. It has to be prepared, tested and optimized separately for 
each target (although some commercial DNA-binding domain libraries exist).

Some DNA-binding proteins contain zinc-finger domains that recognize specific nucleotide sequences. One Zn-finger binds to 
3-4 nucleotides.

Several Zn-fingers can be combined into an artificial array that binds to a longer stretch of DNA specifically (6 Zn-fingers for 
recognition of 18 bp). However, naturally occurring Zn-fingers do not recognize any triplet one would like to target 
protein engineering.

J Cell Biochem. 116(11):2435-44 (2015) Nature Rev. Drug Discovery 2, 361–368 (2003)



J. Vis. Exp. (64), e3304 (2012)

For genome editing, a Zn-finger array is attached to FokI nuclease domain. Zn-finger arrays have to be 

designed for two regions flanking the cleavage site. Chimeric proteins bind to opposite DNA strands while

FokI has to be positioned at the complementary target region in the centre. Zn-finger nucleases (ZNF) 

were the first flexible tool for genome editing that was widely available.

Alternatively, FokI could be replaced by other functional proteins, such as expression modulators (e.g. 

transcription factors).



Diversifying the structure of zinc finger nucleases
Recognition domains can bind opposite strands, same strand and/or can skip

nucleotides in the binding sequence.

Nature Communications 10, 1133 (2019)



Genetics 188(4) 773-782 (2011)
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Genome editing for treating familial bisalbuminemia (mutations in albumin protein)



Has nature provided us with other sequence-specific

proteins that bind to DNA?

Scientific Reports 7, 1051 (2017)



Medical Physiology, 3rd Edition



Medical Physiology, 3rd Edition



Xanthomonas campestris is an important plant pathogen. Bacterium secretes

~25 different proteins into infected plant cell. Among these proteins are 

virulence promoting proteins that act like transcription factors, hence they

were named TALE (transcription activator-like effectors). They bind to specific
plant genes and stimulate their transcription into mRNA.

https://www.forestryimages.org/collections/viewcollection.cfm?&coll=72336 Planta (2014) 239: 921



Planta 239: 921 (2014)

Science.335(6069): 716–719 (2012). 



http://2014.igem.org/Team:Tsinghua-A/Project

https://igtrcn.org/tal-effector-modulators-beyond-nucleases/



Nat Rev Mol Cell Biol 14(1), 49-55 (2013)



TALENs are easier to adapt to a specific
DNA target as only 2 amino acids in each
repeat define the nucleotide it will bind to. 
This considerably speeded up the process
of genome editing. But soon, CRISPR-Cas
system with extra benefits emerged.

https://biophysique.mnhn.fr/site/dl250?display&x=500&y=260



2017



Layla Richards acquired an aggressive form of acute lymphoblast leukaemia, 

diagnosed at 14 weeks of life. She did not respond to chemotherapy and bone 

marrow transplantation failed. In fear for her life, an exceptional permit was granted 

for experimental treatment. It consisted of TALEN-edited tumour-targeting immune 

cells (UCART19).

Two genomic modifications were made: inactivation of a T-cell surface receptor (to 

block immune response of the patient against therapeutic cells) and inactivation of 

the CD52 gene (target of the leukaemia biopharmaceutical Alemutzumab). 

Accordingly, patient could continue to take the drug which attacks tumour cells but 

not therapeutic cells which otherwise have very similar properties.

Patient received 1 ml suspension of genetically modified/edited therapeutic cells (2 x 
107 cells). She was hold in a quarantine due to her weak immune system. After a 

few weeks, a new bone marrow transplantation was performed to provide the patient 

with functional lymphocytes. No tumour cells were detected upon investigation. 

The same approach was taken on another infant patient (January 2016) and on two 

adult patients. The genome-edited cell line is fundamental for the new type of cell 

therapy, called CAR-T. 

As reported in 2018, a total of 6 infant patients were submitted to this type of therapy in phase 1 

clinical trial. Of these, 5 improved to a stage that transplantation was possible. Three of the 

patients were still alive, and 2 were still negative for disease 10 months after UCART19 infusion. 

However, 2 patients died of progression, and 1 died of transplant-related complications. 



Frontiers in Genetics (2018) https://doi.org/10.3389/fgene.2018.00360






